








Buzz Managers Report, April 18, 2022 
 

Community Events: See Toby about webmail one Selina Molino 
 
Rentals:  5 new rentals.  3 rentals on last meeting spreadsheet either canceled, conflict of date 
or ACRA. 

 
Operating- New Stage ceiling looks great!   
Frank’s flooring coming in 4.14.22 for room 3. 
Called Fire Marshall’s office to try to get a new certificate for 2022 inspection.  We’re on the list. 
Ty is no longer doing Friday’s cleaning.  He will finish his employment with cleaning the 
windows inside and out the week the school is closed. 
Waiting for office keys for office.  Allied has ordered the blank 
Joey is hired and working well with Jeremy.  He shadowed art loop and coffee house.  He set up 
Awakened on own.   
 
Marketing-The usual with Booth’s Corner. 
  
Discussion- None 
 
Solar Reading: 56585 4.13.22 
 
Thank you for allowing me to present this report. 
Respectfully,  
Pam Cohen 
 





BWVC Chair Report 

4.18.22 

GIFTS 

Notes from Carol Larson, Civic Committee 

#1 Placement of Library.  Betty was thinking to the left of the walkway, I suggested near 
the bench.  Asked her to consider Arden Fair aspects of placement and mowing 
considerations. She will review 
#2 She will research the kind of can she is interested in.  I mentioned that because our 
Trash Tech contract would not take into account a new collection location that building 
staff would have to empty. 
#3 She will research the kind of butt receptacle they would like.  She agreed the best 
option might be a nice flower pot with sand, but will consider options. 
#4  I told her we are working with Van Neerdens to increase stick pick-up.  
#5  Bubbler was donated by the Gardeners Gild and may require electric and water 
source.  She will get the information from Gardeners Gild about necessary utilities.  I 
suggested a solar bubbler to make the utility issue moot. 
 
Free Little Library 
Assembled by Mike Moran and is being decorated with paint or mosaic by Mary Lebeis.  
 
Proposed Gaga Pit 
Maggie Clarke-Fields lives in Ardencroft, and is a scout in the BSA. She is currently Life 
rank and looking to start my Eagle Scout project.  

She wrote the following letter to the Civic Committee. They are seeking our opinion. 
“I thought it would be good to give back to where I grew up, so I would like to build a 
wooden gaga pit at the Buzz Ware playground. (You can learn more about gaga 
here: https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaga) This would be especially enjoyed by the kids 
at ACRA in the summer.” 
 
 
BUILDING MANAGER POSITION 
Toby and I met with Jeffrey Politis and worked out the financials to support a raise and 
commission for this position. We agreed that the sales were so important that 
incentivizing this portion of the job was a good idea. We also discussed the practicality 
of splitting this position, altering Jeremy’s job a bit, and getting a key system (which 
would save money (when Jeremy does it) and time (when the building manager does it). 
Jeffrey also suggested that there may be grants available for this, another storage shed, 
and replacement solar panels when they are needed. Perhaps someone outside of the 
committee has experience with this and would offer to do it when we are ready. 
 
 


